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Introduction -- There has been a recent rise in publications on “grid defection,” grid-tied PVs and on 
opinions that this would unfairly raise kWh-costs for non-PV rate-payers. Examples:  
• "... grid defection raises social equity concerns. With widespread defection, utilities operating 

under legacy business models would be forced to significantly raise retail electricity prices to 
recover costs of grid infrastructure;"[1]  

• "The middle class and poor are increasingly footing the bill for Hawaii Island’s electric grid when 
wealthier homeowners, businesses and government agencies opt out by installing photovoltaic 
systems, the county energy coordinator said”.[2] ...  

• “The low-income population is really taking the hardest hit on this, Rolston said,"[2]  
• "Utilities have complained that paying the retail rate, under a policy known as net metering, 

amounts to an unfair subsidy for customers that own solar panels at the expense of those who 
don’t. Meanwhile, solar advocates say the retail rate underestimates the value of solar panels to 
the grid and society."[3] 

 
 It is therefore refreshing news that some analysts have taken on the task of clarifying and 
quantifying the above contentions/concerns via analyses of the value of solar (VOS)[4,5] to the 
involved utilities. I had previously tried to find out whether the fixed “Customer Charge” or “Minimum 
Monthly Charge” (MMC, $20.50/month in Hawaii County) some of us PV-owners pay, would suffice to 
cover grid capital and maintenance costs (~$5/month would suffice), as well as prudent installation of 
on-site or grid-level PV-backup storage[6]. I assumed that the fixed generation costs would remain 
negligible as no-longer-needed plants would be closed. The very comprehensive analysis and 
methodology or ref.[4] does account for those fixed and variable utility generation costs. But it stopped 
short, in its one numerical example, of adding quantitative estimates for the (most likely) negative 
contributions to VOS due to "Added Voltage Control Cost" and "Added Solar Integration Cost," in 
Table (Fig.3, p.42[4]) on "VOS Levelized Calculation Chart," indicating that they may not be needed 
as long as the PV penetration is very low. In Hawaii and maybe in other locations like Germany, CA 
and AZ, that is no longer true.  
 
Analysis -- So, I took a stab at estimating that missing info for “plain” PV systems as well as for PVBB 
(PV with on-site battery backup) systems, by adding appropriate columns to represent their VOS by 
assuming (see Table 1 below) that: 
1. The original example in Fig.3 of ref.[4] did not consider battery back-up with the PV installations. I 

added two columns to represent PVBBs, which should feature a higher VOS to the utility 
2. For “Added Voltage Control Cost,” the utility needs to add and invest in storage for plain PV 

systems as PV penetration grows, rather than wait until voltage control becomes difficult or 
unreliable. The assumed cost associated with each installed grid-storage kWh (storage + battery 
inverter/charger, etc) is 1000 $/kWh (incl. O&M). This battery is cycled at least once per day for 25 
years so that the levelized cost is 1000/(25*365) = 0.1096 $/kWh, of which ≤60% needs to be 
stored for use after sunset (the other 40% PV output gets used on-site as it is generated). For on-
site PVBBs no extra storage or voltage control cost is incurred by the utility. The LMFs are 
therefore 60 and 0% for PVs and PVBBs, respectively. 

3. Similarly, the “Added Solar Integration Cost” is lower for PVBB than for PV installations, and taken 
as the $2500/kW now demanded by HELCO for new PV installations. The LMFs are therefore 100 
and 10% for PVs and PVBBs, respectively. (However and in the interim, HELCO is also 
demanding that same fee for new PVBBs, because such new systems would reduce the sub-grid 
load and cause more energy “back-flow” in existing overloaded sub-grids caused by existing PVs 
without proper storage backup. Such backup should have been installed in proportion to PV 
growth, as it has been with some wind-farms.)  
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4. The Load Match Factors (LMF) for “Avoided Fuel-Oil Cost”  (nat.gas:0.061) and “Avoided Plant 
O&M – Variable” are both 100%. Because utilities in Hawaii prevalently use fuel-oil to power over 
90% of grid-tied generators, I updated its higher cost and doubled the 0.029 $/kWh CO2 and NOx 
emissions "cost" used for natural gas in Fig.3.  

5. The added “Collected Minimum Monthly Charge” (MMC) line entry in Table 1 accounts for the 
presently levied MMC, not yet discriminating between PVs and PVBBs, which for an average 500 
kWh/month household is worth 0.041 $/kWh. As shown, even with an LMF-PVBB of zero, the 
VOS of PVBBs would still be higher than the retail rate in Hawaii County. 

The resulting VOS for PVs came out a bit lower than the retail rate in Honolulu County, but the VOS 
for PVBBs was higher (as expected) and even higher than the retail rate of around 42 ¢/kWh 
presently paid by ratepayers in Hawaii County (Big Island). More detailed and better-customized 
estimates for the “Gross Value” entries should be made to reflect the differences in population density 
(T&D costs), renewable PPAs (Power Purchase Agreements) and economies-of-scale between these 
two counties. 
 

 
 
Conclusions -- Table 1 leads to some concluding comments: 
1. According to Table 1 below, non-PV ratepayers may have reason to complain that “plain” PV 

owners cause their rates to increase (because their PV-VOS is smaller than the retail tariff), but 
that may not be true for the case of PVBB owners, because their PVBB-VOS is larger than the 
local retail tariff. 

2. The annual evaluation of VOS quantities is rather involved, but may not cause any more ratepayer 
costs than the present cost of preparing an annual IRP (Internal Resource Planning) report, which 
show on average home bills as 0.21 $/month, or 0.0004 $/kWh 

3. It needs to be clarified whether and how a thorough VOS should include taxes and investor-
dividend payments. 

4. Many utilities charge on-grid PV and PVBB customers with NEM and FIT contracts a “Customer 
Charge” or “Minimum Monthly Charge”, when their bill is zero or negative. This charge should be 
deleted when switching from a NEM to a “VOS”-type FIT contract. The present MMC should be 
much lower for PVBBs than for plain PV systems. 

5. Health care costs caused by emissions from fuel combustion, were estimated to be in the range of 
14-35 ¢/kWh[7,8]. The ~44% utility share (and not the 50% transportation share[9]) of avoiding 
such emissions should be additional contributions to the VOS of PVs and PVBB, since they are 
much larger than the presently included “Environmental Costs” of 3 to 6 ¢/kWh, for natural gas- 
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and fuel-oil- powered generators, respectively, as they are being phased in and increased at a 
rate of ~4.3%/year[4]. 

 
My sincere thanks go to Minnesota’s Legislature and Dept. of Commerce inspirational initiative and 
CleaPowerResearch’s efforts, for the provided guidance to dig a bit deeper into the important VOS 
subject, which ultimately should help us grow renewable, sustainable and affordable energy supplies. 
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